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Rise up, speak
out, overcome
It’s been a whirlwind of a year at Grand Cinemas as we marked off
one bucket-list item after another, from giving away an eye-popping
Camaro and sending a lucky couple to the Cannes film festival, to
launching our first multiplex in Bahrain and celebrating the first
anniversary of our gorgeous Verdun location. As the year wraps up, we
cap it off with another exciting launch: the G-POINTS loyalty program.
We’re thrilled to offer film fans an even more rewarding cinema
experience. Find out how you can start earning points in GC Diary.
This issue brings you incredible movies connected by a powerful
theme: overcoming adversity. Kicking off with our SPOTLIGHT feature,
we talk to Rosamund Pike about portraying heroic journalist Marie
Colvin in A Private War. Steve Carell and Timothée Chalamet also
offer award-worthy performances in Beautiful Boy—don’t miss our
INTERVIEW—and Julianne Moore reveals 5 THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW
ABOUT... Bel Canto. Meanwhile, we uncover Suspiria facts that will
shock you in HORROR FANATIC, go behind the scenes of I Still See You
with rising star Bella Thorne, and gear up for action with Bumblebee
and more in BUILT 4 BATTLE. This holiday season, we’ve got you
covered with a FAMILY MOVIE SPECIAL featuring Mia and the White
Lion, Mary Poppins Returns and The Grinch.
The year ahead promises a fantastic slate—turn to BLOCKBUSTER
PREVIEW for your first look at the Liam Neeson starrer, Cold Pursuit.
Check back next issue for our massive 2019 preview.
See you at the movies!

ANITA NASR
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CASTING
BITES
MIDWAY

HEROES NEVER DIE

Director Roland Emmerich
(far right), best known for such
colossal hits as The Day After
Tomorrow, Godzilla and The
Patriot, has brought together a
spectacular cast for his follow-up
to Independence Day: Resurgence.
Based on historical events worthy
of big-screen glory, Midway features Ed Skrein, Patrick Wilson,
Luke Evans, Aaron Eckhart, Nick
Jonas, Mandy Moore, Dennis

SCENE
the

FIRST
LOOK

RECENT REVEALS STIRRING
UP BUZZ ON THE WWW

MISSING LINK

ALL-STAR CAST LINED
UP FOR ADVENTURE

From Laika, the team behind
ParaNorman, The Boxtrolls, the
Oscar nominated Kubo and the
Two Strings and the upcom-

Hugh Jackman
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Zoe Saldana

IN CINEMAS NOVEMBER 2019

MISSING LINKI

ing Bumblebee movie, Missing
Link promises first class family
entertainment with all of the right
ingredients: the laughs, the heart
and the message. An A-list voice
cast features Hugh Jackman, Zach
Galifianakis, Emma Thompson,
Zoe Saldana, Timothy Olyphant
and Stephen Fry to name just a few.
“Missing Link is an artistic
and technical wonder,” said Laika
president and CEO Travis Knight,
describing the film as “a raucous
comedy entwined with a swashbuckling epic, underscoring the
universal need to find belonging.”
The buddy comedy/adventure
follows Sir Lionel Frost (Jackman),
an investigator of myths and

Zach Galifianakis

Quaid and Woody Harrelson.
The film tells the epic, real-life
saga of the U.S. brothers-in-arms
who triumphed over a superior
adversary, the Imperial Japanese
Navy, at the Battle of Midway, the
most stunning and decisive naval
victory of the Pacific Theater.
Stay tuned for Grand
Magazine-exclusive updates, first
looks and interviews.

monsters who has failed to gain
recognition by his high-society
peers. He has one last chance to
find acceptance if he can prove the
existence of a legendary creature:
The Missing Link. Chris Butler
directs from his own script.
IN CINEMAS APRIL 18

“Hugh lends
Sir Lionel a
giddy schoolboy
enthusiasm
bubbling beneath
the surface of his
suave English gent.”
CHRIS BUTLER

Emma Thompson

BAD EDUCATION
Principal photography has begun
on the comedy drama starring
our favourite X-Man Hugh
Jackman, Oscar winner Allison
Janney and Emmy winner
Ray Romano. Shooting will
be on location in New York
for the film, which unfolds
the single largest public
school embezzlement
scandal in history.

THE BURNT
ORANGE HERESY
Donald Sutherland has joined
Elizabeth Debicki (The Great
Gatsby) and Rolling Stones front
man Mick Jagger in director
Giuseppe Capotondi’s provocative thriller about an art world
scam that goes terribly wrong.
Sutherland will be playing the
role of Jerome Debney, the reclusive J.D. Salinger of the art world.

Timothy Olyphant

g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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SCENE
the

POSTER
REVEAL
PROMOTIONAL ARTWORK
WE’RE EXCITED TO SEE

DRAGGED ACROSS
CONCRETE
An infant’s sock lies on the concrete
near spent cartridges in the first
poster for the S. Craig Zahler crime
thriller that reunites Mel Gibson
and Vince Vaughn following their
collaboration in the Oscar winning
Hacksaw Ridge. What bad things
will good men do for their families?
IN CINEMAS 2019

DON’T WORRY, HE WON’T
GET FAR ON FOOT
What a title! Joaquin Phoenix
transforms yet again in the comedy
drama based on the true story of a
man debilitated in an accident who
discovers the healing power of art.
Jack Black, Jonah Hill and Rooney
Mara co-star.
IN CINEMAS 2019

BALLOON
All it takes is a flame in the thrilling
drama based on true events. During
the Cold War in East Germany,
two ordinary families yearning for
freedom—and with only courage and
ingenuity as their weapons—devise
an escape plan to cross to the West.
IN CINEMAS FEBRUARY 14
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MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE
- FALLOUT
The hardest working man in show
business, Tom Cruise made headlines when he suffered an injury
during one of several insane stunts
he performs himself in the sixth
entry. Yup, Tom’s still got it.

INCREDIBLES 2
Released fourteen long years
after the first entry, Disney Pixar’s
sequel reminded us what we loved
about the Parr family and how
magical it is when larger-than-life
stories are grounded in reality.

VENOM
When Tom Hardy announces he’ll
be playing two duelling characters
trapped in the same body, you know
you’re in for a treat. Expectations
were high for this introduction of
the lethal protector, Venom, and
the incredibly charismatic actor
knocked it out of the park.

BOOK CLUB
The Fifty Shades trilogy caused
quite the heat wave around the
world, so much so that it inspired a
movie about a group of friends the
books inspire to put the spice back
into their lives. You go, girls!

AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR

DESTINATION WEDDING

The world was reeling from that cliffhanger ending. Soon after, speculation began about possible resolutions to this nightmare scenario, and
how it would affect the rest of the MCU, especially the breakout hit, Black
Panther. We await the follow-up with baited breath.

OCEAN’S 8
Continuing the Hollywood trend to
flip the gender roles on their head,
the eighth entry in the franchise
led by George Clooney earned the
thumbs-up from the masses with a
dynamite cast of ladies headed by
Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett and
Anne Hathaway.
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IS THE YEAR
WRAPPING UP
ALREADY? WE
TAKE A LOOK
BACK AT THE
MOVIES THAT
SNATCHED
HEADLINES
IN 2018

The internet caught fire and hearts melted when it was announced that
Keanu Reeves and Winona Ryder would be reuniting for the fourth
time—in a romantic comedy no less. Twenty-six years after Bram Stoker’s
Dracula, the chemistry is definitely still there.

THE MEG
It’s official: movies about impending
global disaster still pull in massive
audiences at the movie theatre.
Jason Statham’s prehistoricvengeful-shark thriller pushed all
the right buttons and brought us to
the edge of our seats.

A STAR IS BORN

A QUIET PLACE

When Bradley Cooper decided to
direct the remake of a Hollywood
classic, he had big shoes to fill. But
fill them he did, thanks to the supremely talented Lady Gaga, some
glorious tunes and awesome live
performances. The world wept.

Filmed on a small budget and
with minimal dialogue, the horror
release from director/actor John
Krasinski and wife Emily Blunt
defied the odds when it won over
audiences, proving that a moving
story told well always wins the day.
g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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Claim your
rewards in

3 steps
easy
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Always
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Grand Cinemas
launches
G-POINTS

loyalty program
“We’re thrilled
to be able to
reward our loyal
patrons, and we
hope to make the
movies more fun
than ever with
our promise: Now
the movies pay
you back!”
14

A

re you ready to reap
the rewards of your
cinema addiction? The
Grand Cinemas experience just got
even better, thanks to the launch
of the G-Points loyalty program.
Introducing a “new currency in
entertainment”, the G-Points
loyalty card is packed with fantastic
rewards. What’s more, redemption
is not limited to cinema tickets: cardholders may also use their points to
indulge in concession goods, seasonal gifts, G-Collectibles, discounts
at selected partners, and more.

GRAND CINEMAS NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018

Said Grand Cinemas marketing
director Carly Ramia Habis: “We’re
thrilled to be able to reward our
loyal patrons, and we hope to make
the movies more fun than ever with
our promise: Now the movies pay
you back!”
The loyalty cardholder receives
100 instant points upon registration
and two points for every LBP1,000
spent at Grand Cinemas. Sign up for
your G-Points card now with the GC
app, through online registration, or
by filling out an application form at
the ticketing counter.

G

SIGN
UP

COLLECT
POINTS

Want to start earning rewards? It’s
simple. Register at
any Grand Cinemas
location and pick up
your G-POINTS card.

You’re all set. Now
every time you
purchase tickets
or concessions at
Grand Cinemas, the
G-POINTS will be
added to your account.

What’s more, we’re
giving you
100 points to get
your started.

Collect 2 G-POINTS
for every
LBP1,000 spent.

CHOOSE
YOUR
REWARDS
Now it’s time to
redeem your welldeserved rewards.
Present your
G-POINTS card and
choose how you
want to use your
points.

300

400

G-POINTS

G-POINTS

G-POINTS

1 SMALL
POPCORN

1 MEDIUM
POPCORN

2 MEDIUM POPCORNS
OR 1 MEDIUM POPCORN
+ 1 SOFT DRINK

SPECIAL
DAYS

Avail great
bonuses! Get 10 extra
G-POINTS on Tuesdays
and double points on the
Movie of the Week.

ONLINE
BONUS

Earn 15 extra
points when you purchase
tickets and concessions
through our M.App, website or e-Kiosk.

FIRST
SHOWS

It pays to
watch movies first!
Benefit from LBP2,000
discounts on first and
second show tickets.

PARTNER
BENEFITS

Get discounts
and offers from selected
partners—stay tuned for
regular updates on the
latest promotions.

G-POINTS REDEMPTION CHART
200

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

We help you
celebrate your birthday
with a special Grand
Cinemas gift: 100
additional G-POINTS!

G
G-POINTS

ADDITIONAL
BENEFITS

OR
1 STANDARD
TICKET

600

900

1300

G-POINTS

G-POINTS

G-POINTS

1 MX4D
TICKET

1 GRAND
CLASS
TICKET

THE POP! OF
YOUR CHOICE
FROM OUR

G-Collectibles

g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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Distinguished
gathering
launches
LE GRAND BAIN

O

ctober 24th saw the
distinguished red carpet
premiere of Gilles
Lellouche’s film Le grand bain at
Grand Cinemas ABC Achrafieh,
under the patronage and in the
presence of the French Ambassador
to Lebanon, Bruno Foucher. It was
a packed house of film aficionados
delighted with the release of this
feel-good movie, and a beautiful
moment of French cinema.

á (L-R) Isaac Fahed, sales and distribution manager SR&Co;
French Ambassador to Lebanon, Bruno Foucher; Carly Ramia
Habis, GC group head of marketing

U
Stars and
students attend
Good Morning
PREMIERE

T

he premiere screening of
Good Morning recently took
place at Grand Cinemas ABC
Dbayeh, in attendance of director
Bahij Hojeij, producers Sam Lahoud
and De Gaulle Eid, writer Rashid
Al-Da’if, director of photography
Milad Tawk, stars Gabriel Yammine,
Rodrigue Suleiman and Maya
Dagher, as well as a gathering of
public figures, actors, filmmakers
and media outlet representatives.

16
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Among the many prominent
attendees were former Minister of
Culture Raymond Araygy, directors George Nasr, George Hachem,
Samir Habchi, Tony Fargallah and
Joseph Khalife, writers Marwan
Najjar and Rim Hanna, and actors
Camil Salame and Hassan Murad,
Takla Chamoun, Betty Taoutel, Julia
Kassar, Christine Choueiri, Diamand
Bou Abboud, André Nakouzi and
Bernadette Hodeib.
Invitees had the chance to
meet the Lebanese University and
NDU students and graduates, and
cast members. The director paid an
emotional tribute to late actor Adel
Chahine, one of the film’s main characters, and producer Sam Lahoud
took the opportunity to thank the
donors and sponsors who contributed to the film.
Good Morning, produced with
the support of the Ministry of
Culture, Afaq Foundation and the
Arab Film Institute, will be showing
in all Lebanese cinemas starting
from October 25th, 2018.

á (top l-r) Deputy Chief of Mission, US
Embassy in Beirut, Ed White; GC GM Randa
Ramia; Deputy Hikmat Dib and wife; British
Ambassador H.E Chris Rampling and wife
(inset) MTV reporters and journalists
â (l-r) Bartartine team; Carly and Randa Ramia
with Emile Naim and Khalil Haddad; UK
Embassy crew; Dany Sayegh, Gassia
Shahbazian, Joelle sayegh and Ingride Chahine

nder the patronage of British
Ambassador H.E Chris
Rampling, and in the presence of dignitary members of the US,
UK, Canadian and Greek embassies
in Lebanon, as well as a large contingent of the media, Grand Cinemas
ABC Dbayeh on October 30th saw a
stately premiere of A Private War, a
film honouring the achievements of
heroic reporter Marie Colvin. Starring
Rosamund Pike and Jamie Dornan,
the November 8th release follows
Colvin’s journey through some of the
most violent fields of war. Read our
full feature in SPOTLIGHT.

Stately
launch

for A
Private
War

AT GRAND CINEMAS
DBAYEH RED
CARPET PREMIERE

à (l) Christina
Karam Ramia, Jean
Ramia, Randa
Ramia, Carly Ramia
Habis; (r) GC
marketing director
Carly Ramia; First
Secretary, Embassy
of Canada in
Lebanon, Manon
Boisclair; Deputy
Head of Mission,
Greek Embassy,
Costantinos
Chazithomas

g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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Nadine Labaki
drops in for
surprise

MEET & GREET

G

rand Cinemas patrons
were treated to a special
movie moment this past
October when director Nadine
Labaki dropped in for a surprise
Meet & Greet with fans. Her film
Capharnaüm, which earned a Jury
Prize at the Cannes Film Festival,
tells the powerful story of a 12-yearold boy who lives on the street and
who decides to sue his parents for
giving him life. Showcasing a new
side to Labaki’s talents, Capharnaüm
stands as a testament to masterful filmmaking in the ever-growing
Lebanese film industry.

GC brews a
spooktacular
HALLOWEEN
WEEKEND

D

o you prefer a trick
or a treat? The Grand
Cinemas team went
all-out on Halloween weekend,
brewing up a cauldron of spooktacular delights. Young cinemagoers in costume ruled, and
they were rewarded with special
activities, selfies
with Pumpkin Man
himself and tons of
tasty treats.
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FEATURING DOLBY ATMOS

Experience the

NEXT EVOLUTION
IN CINEMA
EXCLUSIVELY AT

Grand Cinemas
ABC Verdun

PLAN YOUR
ADVENTURE

4D

Book your seats now

01 795 697

C

M

Y

MOTION SEATS
THEATRE EFFECTS
ATMOS SOUND

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

NOV 9

DEC 14

NOV 15

DEC 21

NOV 21

DEC 21

Line-up is subject to change. Refer to grandcinemasme.com or our mobile app for updates.
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SEE
FEEL
BELIEVE
In an MX4D theatre, your seat will move in
sync with the movie action and special EFX
generators in the cinema, allowing you to “feel”
the movie’s motion, jolts, pokes, air blasts and
strobes. Enjoy the adrenaline rush as your
MX4D seat rolls and tilts in a heart-pounding
car chase. Immerse yourself in a sea-faring
scene with fog, wind and the scent of ocean
air. It’s the future of cinema. What’s more,
exclusive to Grand Cinemas ABC Verdun and
first in the Middle East, Dolby Atmos sound
technology enriches the MX4D experience,
taking you deep inside the story.

BLO
CK
BUST
ER

FIRST
LOOK

FIRST
LOOK

AD ASTRA
JAN 10

WHY IT’S HOT James Gray (The
Lost City of Z) directs Brad Pitt
(you know who he is) in the story
of an astronaut who travels far,
far away to unravel a mystery
that threatens the survival of our
planet. We’re ready.

COLD PURSUIT
FEB 7

WHY IT’S HOT Previously
titled Hard Powder, the action
thriller puts Liam Neeson in
the ice-covered environs of a
hard-working snowplow driver
who keeps to himself. Things
changed when his son is murdered by a bloodthirsty gang.

PREVIEW
january

february

GLASS
Take a peek
inside our next
issue at the big
hitters coming
soon to a Grand
Cinemas near you

22

JAN 17

WHY IT’S HOT M Night
Shyamalan brings together three
uniquely gifted characters from his
Unbreakable and Split—played by
Bruce Willis, Samuel L. Jackson
and James McAvoy—and we can’t
wait to see what happens next.

GRAND CINEMAS NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018

REVENGE IS
A DISH BEST
SERVED
COLD IN
THE EDGY
ACTION
THRILLER
STARRING
LIAM
NEESON

MOVIE QUOTE

MOVIE QUOTE

“My name is Dr.
Ellie Staple, and
I’m a psychiatrist.
My work concerns
a particular type
of delusion of
grandeur.”

“I’m going
to kill him.”
“What makes
you think you
can kill a man?”
“I read it in a
crime novel.”
g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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SERENITY
JAN 24

WHY IT’S HOT From the dark
and brilliant mind of Steven
Knight (Locke) comes a sexy
thriller with an electrifying cast:
Matthew McConaughey, Anne
Hathaway, Jason Clarke, Djimon
Hounsou and Diane Lane.

HOLMES & WATSON
JAN 10

WHY IT’S HOT The Step Brothers
reunite to play the world’s greatest
consulting detective and his loyal
biographer in a comedy that’s sure
to have us rolling in the aisles.
MOVIE QUOTE
NUMBER OF
adaptations based
on Sherlock
Holmes’ adventures
this decade

24
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6

“Solve this case
in four days or I
will kill the queen.
Signed Professor
James Mariarty.”

BLOCK
BUSTER
PREVIEW

DID YOU
KNOW?
Catherine
Weldon’s
portrait of
Sitting Bull now
hangs in the
State Historical
Society Museum
in Bismarck,
North Dakota.

DRAMA
UN
CHAIN
ED

WOMAN WALKS
AHEAD FEB 28
WHY IT’S HOT Jessica Chastain
stars in the incredible true story of
Catherine Weldon, a widowed artist
in the 1880s, who—30 years before
women had the right to vote—
travelled to North Dakota to paint
a portrait of Chief Sitting Bull.

“The more I read,
the more enthralled
I was to play her
and confused I
was why she isn’t
mentioned in the
history books.”
JESSICA CHASTAIN

ZOE

JAN 10
WHY IT’S HOT The future is
a strange and wonderful place.
Ewan McGregor discovers
the truth about the woman he
loves—and that their union defies
nature—in the sci-fi romance
co-starring Léa Seydoux.

WHAT THEY HAD
JAN 17

WHY IT’S HOT Spine-tingling
performances are in store for
us when Hilary Swank, Michael
Shannon, Blythe Danner and
Robert Forster tell a moving
story about what happens when
the mind begins to forget.

26
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EXPERIENCE
MX4D Dolby Atmos
only at
Grand Cinemas
ABC Verdun

MORE
FAV
OUR
ITES

MARY QUEEN OF
SCOTS JAN 24
Oscar nominees Margot Robbie
and Saoirse Ronan bring their
immense talents to the cutthroat story of Mary Stuart’s
attempt to overthrow her cousin
Elizabeth I, Queen of England.

QU’EST-CE QU’ON A
ENCORE FAIT AU BON
DIEU? JAN 31
WHY IT’S HOT In the sequel to
the mega-hit Qu’est-ce qu’on a fait
au bon Dieu?, starring the hilarious
Christian Clavier, Claude and Marie

Verneuil face a new crisis. The four
spouses of their daughters—David,
Rachid, Chao and Charles—have
decided to leave France for various
reasons, imagining their lives with
their families elsewhere. And it’s all
downhill from there.

TAGLINE
OF THE
MONTH

It’s a clear winner,
folks: “They come
in pieces”

WHAT MEN WANT
FEB 7

The flipside of Mel Gibson’s
2000 comedy, What Women
Want, gives Taraji P. Henson—a
woman in the male-dominant
sporting world—the power to
hear men’s throughts.

THE LEGO MOVIE:
THE SECOND PART
FEB 7

WHY IT’S HOT It’s been five
years since “everything was
awesome!” and the citizens are
facing a huge new threat in the
sequel starring the voices of
Chris Pratt, Elizabeth Banks,
Jonah Hill, Margot Robbie, Alison
Brie and many more.
28
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ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL
FEB

With James Cameron (Avatar)
as producer plus a story based
on the cyberpunk classic
manga, this future-set sci-fi film
promises us insane visuals and
breathtaking action.

Y oung
HolLywOOd

BELLA THORNE
AND RICHARD
HARMON
UNITE IN A
SPELLBINDING
AND ROMANTIC
SUPERNATURAL
THRILLER

I
STilL
See
YOu
IN BRIEF Ten years after an
apocalyptic event left the
world haunted by ghosts,
Ronnie receives a threatening
message from beyond the
grave. Joining forces with a
mysterious classmate, Kirk,
she descends into a shadow
world that blurs the bounds
of the living and the dead—
and begins a desperate
race against time to stop a
cunning killer.

IN CINEMAS NOV 15

On her favourite genres
I love thrillers, especially
psychological ones. I also
love ghost stories and
thought this film had an
interesting twist.
On losing her father at a
young age
In the movie, my character’s
birthday is the day before
my dad’s real birthday, so
yeah, dealing with loss at
a young age, you could say
that I am definitely used to
looking at a ‘Ghost Town.’
Ronnie has hidden away
most of her feelings underneath this cold exterior
because they’re too heavy
for her to understand or
come to terms with. She
buries her feelings very
age
deep and that’s where the
story starts.
began

BelLa
thorne
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On filming in frigid temperatures, often in water
It was very cold but honestly, the whole shoot was
kind of dope. I thought it
was awesome to be working under very different
weather conditions.
On her favourite sequence
Definitely the pool shots. I
belong in the water.

acting

breakout role

Disney Channel
hit comedy series
Shake It Up

9

Richard
Harmon

age 27
began acting 12
breakout role

Apocalyptic
drama series
The 100

On the script
When I first started reading
the script, I immediately
thought I had Kirk pegged
as a type of character I’d
seen before. But as I kept
reading, I was surprised by
his actions. They weren’t
just there to make Kirk
seem cool or dangerous; he really believed in
something. When you give a
character heart, it becomes
a lot easier to care about
him. I really wanted to be
the one who brought Kirk’s
inner turmoil to life.
On Bella Thorne
As soon I got cast, Bella
invited me over to her
house so we could talk
about the movie. We had
a month and a half until
filming began. We remained
in constant contact from
that point on.

On filming in the middle of
a Canadian winter
God it was freezing. I
remember a week or so into
filming, we were shooting a
night scene and I was lying
in a six-foot-deep hole in the
ground looking up. There
are moments in life that
sort of reaffirm everything
you’ve been working for...
It came at an odd, dirty,
bloody, freezing time but I
would have stayed in that
hole all night long.

Dermot
Mulroney as
mysterious
high school
teacher
August Bittner

"WHEN AUDIENCES SEE THIS
FILM, I HOPE THEIR HEART
RACES A LITTLE FASTER,
THEY SMILE A LITTLE WIDER,
SCREAM A WHOLE LOT
LOUDER WHEN THEY GET
SCARED AND MAYBE CRY
SOME TEARS TOO."

HARMON

julianne
moore

5
ABOUT

DETAILS DIRECTOR
PAUL WEITZ CAST
JULIANNE MOORE,
KEN WATANABE,
SEBASTIAN KOCH,
ELSA ZYLBERSTEIN,
CHRISTOPHER
LAMBERT, RYO KASE
GENRE THRILLER 102
MINS IN CINEMASI
NOVEMBER 22I

REVEALS

things you
didn’t know
BEL CANTO

R

oxane Coss (Julianne Moore), a famous American soprano, travels
to South America to give a private concert at a party for a wealthy
Japanese industrialist (Ken Watanabe). Just as the glittering gathering of
diplomats and politicians convenes, the mansion is taken over by a guerrilla rebel group demanding the release of their imprisoned comrades.
Their only contact with the outside world is through Red Cross negotiator Messner (Sebastian Koch). While they are confined to the house, the
hostages and their captors, who speak different languages, are forced to
find ways to communicate. Music, especially the beautiful arias performed
by Coss, a songbird in captivity, sparks a shared sense of comradeship and
even love, uniting the disparate housemates as they form unexpected bonds,
overcome their differences, and discover their shared humanity.
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IT’S BASED ON A BESTSELLING BOOK.

YES, IT’S A THRILLER, BUT
ALSO A LOVE STORY.

OPERA SINGERS HAVE
SUPERPOWERS.

JULIANNE MOORE CAN’T
SING OPERA.

MUSIC SPEAKS LOUDER
THAN WORDS.

Bel Canto is an adaptation of Ann
Patchett’s 2001 novel of the same
name, which is rooted in real life.
“It’s based on a true story,” says
Moore, “the 1996 hostage situation
in Peru, at the Japanese embassy.
There wasn’t an opera singer there,
so that’s invented, but it’s a political
story and a love story.”

“What I liked most about it is the
love story,” says the Oscar winning
actress. “Here’s this woman who is
so accomplished. She’s imperious,
she’s a real star, but she has no life,
she has no community. And in this
extraordinary situation, she ends
up finding people to care about and
someone to love.”

“What I learned about opera is
the only way to experience it is to
experience it live. I’ve seen it in the
movies, but live, they are human
musical instruments.” Moore adds:
“You need to be in proximity to them
so you can get the shock of their
abilities and their humanness at the
same time.”

“It’s so hard, I can’t sing,” she says.
“That was [star soprano] Renée
Fleming’s voice, that wasn’t mine.
But in order to do that you have to
try to learn to sing.” About having to
pretend to sing each tune at full volume, she adds: “It was pretty humiliating. You realise everyone in the
sound department can hear you.”

The film boasts a multi-cultural cast,
furthering the notion that music is
the universal language. In fact, says
Moore: “Ken Watanabe plays my
boyfriend, and he only speaks Japanese to me, and I only speak English
to him. So there are times when we
just communicate in boyfriend/girlfriend language.”
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IN CINEMAS
NOVEMBER 8

In a phenomenal
transformation,
Rosamund
Pike tells
the inspiring
and heroic
true story of
journalist
Marie Colvin

A
PRIVATE
WAR

O

ne of the most celebrated war correspondents of our
time, Marie Colvin
is an utterly fearless and rebellious
spirit, driven to the
frontlines of conflicts
across the globe to give voice to the
voiceless, while constantly testing the
limits between bravery and bravado.
After being hit by a grenade in Sri Lanka,
she wears a distinctive eye patch and
is still as comfortable sipping martinis
with London’s elite as she is confronting
dictators. Colvin sacrifices loving relationships, and over time, her personal
life starts to unravel as the trauma she’s
witnessed takes its toll. Yet, her mission
to show the true cost of war leads her
along with renowned war photographer
Paul Conroy to embark on the most
dangerous assignment of their lives in
the besieged Syrian city of Homs. Based
on the extraordinary life of Marie Colvin,
A Private War is brought to the screen
by critically acclaimed documentary
filmmaker Matthew Heineman in his
pulse-pounding narrative feature debut.
34

casting
true heroes

HEINEMAN DIDN’T SO much cast Marie
Colvin as welcome the force of nature
that blew into his life in the form of
Rosamund Pike. The English actress
had read the script, and when she
heard that Heineman was attached to
direct, pushed for a meeting.
“I knew that Matt was a very
original story-teller from seeing his
docs,” says Pike. “The truth he captures, the things he witnesses about
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human behaviour – I want to make a
film with this guy, because I know that
if his language is the truth of human
behaviour, he’s not going to fall for
any artifice.”
“I had a lot of convincing to do,”
adds the Englishwoman, smiling. “I
don’t look much like Marie. I’m younger
than her, I’m not American. There’s a lot
going against me. But I really wanted
it. She entered my soul somehow.”
Heineman, after all, was adamant
about the type of film he was making:
“I didn’t want to make a piece of hero
worship. I wanted to show the incred-

DIRECTOR
MATTHEW
HEINEMAN CAST
ROSAMUND PIKE,
JAMIE DORNAN,
STANLEY TUCCI,
TOM HOLLANDER
GENRE WAR DRAMA

becoming marie colvin

SPOTLIGHT

ible work she did but also
Just as it did for
“I gave
Pike, having Heineman
the lingering effect that it
Jamie a
as director sealed the
had on her.”
couple
of deal
Also key was finding an
for Dornan. “I think
cameras Matthew’s main focus, like
actor to play Paul Conroy,
I’d used in most documentary makthe British soldier-turned
photojournalist who accom- Libya, and ers, is to tell the truth,”
panied Marie on many of her the jacket says the Belfast native,
adventures. Enter Jamie
“and that isn’t always the
I was
Dornan, whose eclectic body
case in film, so it’s a really
blown
of work includes impressive
refreshing having someone
up in.”
turns in war-dramas as well
who wanted to honour the
as starring in the Fifty Shades franchise
truth, rather than glamorise it or make
and playing serial killer Paul Spector
it some sort of Hollywood version of
in the BBC series “The Fall.”
what’s going on.”

COLVIN

PIKE

THE MANNER
Heineman knew he wanted Pike as
Colvin: “Rosamund has that tenacity
that Marie had. She fought for that role
and she nailed it. She spent so much
time researching Marie, climbing inside
of her head, her body, learning how
Marie moved, how she held her tension
in her neck and shoulder, really down to
every single detail.”

THE LOOK
Pike’s commitment to the role literally
changed her physically. “Marie had an
extraordinary physicality,” she says.
“I worked with a dancer and it allowed
the character to enter me with gait and
posture. I actually shrank by a centimeter-and-a-half while doing the film
because Marie held herself in a way
that she was prepared for attack.”

THE VOICE
Pike also worked with a dialect coach.
“She has such a cool voice! Everybody
talked about it. She had a smoker’s
voice, which I don’t have, and such
power in her consonants and her vowels. It’s a Long Island accent, but mixed
in with having lived in London. She was
a great raconteur. There’s a muscularity to her voice.”

“I actually shrank
by a centimeterand-a-half because
Marie held herself
in a way that she
was prepared for
attack.”
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SPOTLIGHT

BELOW LEFT: Colvin, played by Rosamund Pike, lost sight in her left eye after a grenade attack while reporting from Sri Lanka. CENTRE: Sunday Times journalist
Marie Colvin was killed in 2012, age 56, while covering the civil war in Syria. RIGHT: Jamie Dornan consults with photojournalist Paul Conroy on the Jordan film set.

inhabiting
marie and paul
PIKE PORED OVER every snippet of
film and voice recording. Dornan, too,
immersed himself in research, and had
the added benefit of having the real Paul
Conroy to consult on set almost every
day. “In the early days, I struggled a
wee bit because it’s tough to embody
someone who’s just out of your eyeline,”
says the actor, grinning. “But once we
started to get to know one another, I
loved having him there. I could go up
to him and say, ‘Would you react like
this?’ Or ‘Why did you react like this?’”
As for pointing a camera correctly,
it helped that Dornan has long been a
keen photographer himself. The overall
transformation is impressive, though
Conroy did have to step in at the start
of the shoot to offer some vital advice.
“I noticed early on that Jamie was holding back a bit,” he says. “I said, ‘Look,
if you’re in a situation where mass
graves are being uncovered, that is
your reason for being there. Don’t be
shy about pushing people out of the
36

at the monitors with the headphones
way. You can apologise later’.” This
was especially key in the cinema vérité
on, and the hairs on the back of my
environments that Heineman created to
neck went up.”
For Pike, the transformation also
allow for action and dialogue to unfold
meant opening an emotional window
in an unscripted way.
Conroy also parted with some of
to the traumas that Colvin underwent.
his personal possessions to help the
“For Marie, the fallout from war zones
actors in their quest for veracity. “I gave
happened when she was at home. “I’ve
Jamie a couple of cameras I’d used in
seen a fraction of what war corresponLibya, and the jacket I was blown up in.
dents see, but I’ve seen images that
And for Ros, I lent her Marie’s lighter,
never make the front pages because
so every time she lights a
they cannot—the reality
cigarette…” He trails off,
“I’ve seen of war is so much more
emotions rising. “I was images that violent than anything the
watching [recreations of]
is exposed to. In
never make public
real conversations that
order to play Marie, I had
the front to look, to see. She took in
we’d had. On a few occapages-the
sions I let myself go.”
a lifetime of some of the
reality of most abject horrors and
And does Conroy feel
war is so sufferings.
that Pike successfully capmuch more
tured his dear friend and
“Matt’s made a film
colleague? “When I first
about the addiction to
violent.”
met Ros, out of makeup, I
danger, the addiction to
was like, ‘Really?’ But she was like a
telling the truth, the addiction to living
sponge. I saw her for the first time in
in a world where your stakes are life
costume on set in Jordan, and I was
and death, and then the PTSD that can
like, ‘Wow’... the mannerisms, the way
follow in the dark, private moments
she walked, the way she held herself.
at home, and where on earth you put
The first time I heard her speak, I was
everything you’ve witnessed.”
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« DECEMBER 13 «

« DECEMBER 20 «

DIRECTOR JAMES WAN CAST JASON MOMOA,
NICOLE KIDMAN, AMBER HEARD, WILLEM
DAFOE GENRE FANTASY ACTION ADVENTURE

DIRECTOR TRAVIS KNIGHT CAST HAILEE
STEINFELD, JOHN CENA, STEPHEN SCHNEIDER,
GENRE SCI-FI ACTION ADVENTURE

James Wan (Furious 7, The Conjuring,)
directs an action-packed adventure that
spans the vast, visually breathtaking
underwater world of the seven seas:
Aquaman, starring the awe-inspiring
mass of muscles known as Jason
Momoa in the title role. The film
reveals the origin story of halfhuman, half-Atlantean Arthur
Curry and takes him on the journey
of his lifetime—one that will not only
force him to face who he really is, but
to discover if he is worthy of who he
was born to be…a king.

One of our favourite Transformers is
back, this time in his very own movie,
which delves deep into his origins on
Earth. On the run in the year 1987,
Bumblebee finds refuge in a junkyard in
a small Californian beach town. Charlie
(Hailee Steinfeld), on the cusp of turning 18 and trying to find her place in
the world, discovers Bumblebee,
battle-scarred and broken.
When Charlie revives
him, she quickly learns
this is no ordinary, yellow VW bug.

« NOVEMBER 29 «

« DECEMBER 6 «

DIRECTOR CHRISTIAN RIVERS CAST HERA
HILMAR, ROBERT SHEEHAN, HUGO WEAVING
GENRE FANTASY ACTION ADVENTURE

Following the conclusion of The Hobbit
and The Lord of the Rings trilogies,
Academy Award-winning filmmakers
Peter Jackson and Fran Walsh return
with a startling, sweeping new vision of
a future where Earth’s cities now roam
the globe on huge wheels, battling each
other in a struggle for ever-diminishing
resources. This is the world of Mortal
Engines, the story of how two unlikely
heroes come together and
change the
course of
the future.
38
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DIRECTOR STEVEN CAPLE JR. CAST MICHAEL
B. JORDAN, SYLVESTER STALLONE, TESSA
THOMPSON, DOLPH LUNDGREN GENRE ACTION

Life has become a balancing act for
Adonis Creed. Between personal obligations and training for his next big
fight, he is up against the challenge of
his life. Facing an opponent with ties
to his family’s past only intensifies his
impending battle in the ring. Rocky
Balboa is there by his side through it
all and, together, Rocky and Adonis
will confront their shared legacy,
question what’s worth fighting for,
and discover that nothing’s
more important than family.
Creed II is about going back
to basics to rediscover what
made you a champion in
the first place.

4SHOCK YOU

HORROR

FANATIC

SUSPIRIA FACTS
THAT WILL

shaken to the core

Dakota Johnson has said that
Suspiria “****ed me up so much
that I had to go to therapy.” The
Fifty Shades actor later added
that it was a joyful experience:
“It’s mischievous and playful
and I love it. It wasn’t that this
film sent me to a ward, I just
have a lot of feelings.”

alternate identity

One actor in the film plays
two characters. Filmmakers
attempted to guard this secret
by crediting the second role to
a made-up actor. We won’t spoil
your experience of the movie
by giving it away, but suffice
it to say that gender altering
“extensions” were required.

A HAUNTING AND
VITAL MESSAGE
LURKS DEEP IN
THE HEART OF THE
HORROR EVENT
MOVIE OF THE YEAR

the music of horror

Radiohead frontman Thom
Yorke composed his first-ever
film score for Suspiria. “When
they first came to see me, I just
thought they were mad,” says
Yorke. “It was one of those
moments in your life where you
want to run away but you know
you’ll regret it if you do.”

Suspiria

DIRECTOR LUCA GUADAGNINO CAST DAKOTA
JOHNSON, TILDA SWINTON, CHLOE GRACE
MORETZ GENRE FANTASY HORROR MYSTERY
152 MINS OUT NOV 1

A darkness swirls at the center of a
world-renowned dance company, one
that will engulf the troupe’s artistic
director (Tilda Swinton), an ambitious young dancer (Dakota Johnson)
and a grieving psychotherapist.
Some will succumb to the nightmare.
Others will finally wake up.
40

Oscar nominated director Luca
Guadagnino (Call Me By Your Name)
has earned acclaim for his filmmaking mastery, and now he takes on a
remake of Dario Argento’s 1977 cult
horror classic, Suspiria. Says New
York Magazine: “Suspiria is a film of
rare and unfettered madness, and it
leaves behind a scalding message
that’s written in pain and blood: The
future will be a nightmare if we can’t
take responsibility for the past.”
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point those toes!

Dakota Johnson performed 90
percent of her character’s dance
scenes—a tall order considering
she plays an American ballerina
who transfers to a prestigious
dance academy in Germany.
“I trained on and off for about a
year before we started filming,”
she says. “It was terrifying.”
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Overlord
DIRECTOR JULIUS AVERY CAST JOVAN
ADEPO, WYATT RUSSELL GENRE HORROR
THRILLER 109 MINS OUT NOV 8

It’s only hours until D-Day when
a team of American paratroopers
find themselves in a mysterious
Nazi lab, face-to-face with enemies
unlike any the world has ever seen.

Mandy
DIRECTOR PANOS COSMATOS CAST
NICOLAS CAGE, ANDREA RISEBOROUGH,
LINUS ROACHE GENRE HORROR THRILLER
121 MINS OUT NOV 8

In the Pacific Northwest in 1983,
outsiders Red Miller (Nicolas
Cage) and Mandy Bloom (Andrea

Riseborough, Oblivion) lead a
loving and peaceful existence in
a secluded cabin in the woods.
When their pine-scented haven is
savagely destroyed by a cult led by
the sadistic Jeremiah Sand, Red is
catapulted into a phantasmagoric
journey filled with bloody vengeance and laced with deadly fire.

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE
AWAIT THE CULT THAT
DARES TO TRESPASS ON
NIC CAGE’S PEACEFUL,
SOLITARY EXISTENCE

The Possession of
Hannah Grace
DIRECTOR DIEDERIK VAN ROOIJEN CAST
STANA KATIC, SHAY MITCHELL, GREY DAMON
GENRE HORROR THRILLER OUT DEC 6

When a cop takes the graveyard
shift in a city hospital morgue, she
faces a series of bizarre, violent
events caused by an evil entity in
one of the corpses.

HORROR CRAVING STARS REVEAL THEIR FAVOURITE SCARY MOVIES

ROB LOWE

“I like John Carpenter’s The Thing... and Halloween
— the original — and, of course, I love The Exorcist.”

42
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MICHELLE MONAGHAN

“I think Psycho,” said the Mission: Impossible
actress. “It’s so good.”

Khabsa
Desperate times call for
desperate measures in the
new romantic comedy from
director Shady Hanna

I

n a distinctly Lebanese
romantic comedy, Nayla and
Fares are deeply in love. But
with a huge loan to pay off
for his struggling pub, Fares can’t bring
himself to pop the big question. Heartbroken, Nayla makes one final attempt to save
their relationship. Gathering her closest
friends for dinner, she introduces Fares to
the handsome—and rich—Silvio, the man
she intends to marry. The explosive news
is only the first surprise of the evening.
Amid the hilarity and confusion, with Nayla
slowly losing control of the situation, it’s a
party headed for disaster.
We talk to director Shady Hanna, best
known for his work on the iconic S.L.CHI
series and Single, Married, Divorced, about
bringing Khabsa to the big screen.
What inspired the story?
SH: I got a call from a friend complaining
about her boyfriend’s resistance to the idea
of marriage and family. I suggested that she
44

should invite him over to dinner and fake a
future wealthy and good-looking husband
to tease him. Of course she laughed and
refused the idea, but I wrote a whole script
based on that premise. What inspired me are
the different perspectives the genders have
on marriage and family, but I wrote it from a
woman’s perspective—it’s more intelligent,
colorful and sensitive.
Khabsa is co-written by Abboudy Mallah
and produced by Tanya Nasr. How did this
filmmaking team come together?
I’ve known Abboudy Mallah since 2006. Two
years ago, Tanya invited me to her Film Atelier gatherings, which I loved, and I became
a regular. After two consecutive years of
trying to source funding for Khabsa, and a
desperation over not finding the right team
for it, Abboudy proposed coming on board. In
parallel, Tanya offered her office facilities for
free. A few days later, the three of us were
meeting to plan how to bring the film to life.
What were the challenges of this film?
The fact that it encompasses only seven
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á Producer Tanya Nasr
and director Shady Hanna
on the set of Khabsa

in cinemas november 22 director

SHADY HANNA cast ROLA BEKSMATI, JUNAID
ZEINELDINE, ABBOUDY MALLAH genre
ROMANCE COMEDY 100 MINS

characters gathered at a dinner for most of
the film is a huge challenge. The work on
details in performance, location, art direction, wardrobe and post-production was humongous. Minor details, if they were missed,
might affect the film in a dramatic way.
What sets your film apart?
The simplicity and truthfulness... a movie
with no pretention. Our only aim was to tell
the story with constructive thoughts, genuine
laughter and heartfelt performances. <
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Behind
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We’re still in
the phase of
creating an
industry. We’ve
managed to
attract the
audience’s
attention and
it is building. I
believe that we
lack simple,
true, honest
and intelligent
storytelling,
and that’s what
we’re doing.

Maharaja
in cinemas december 20 director FADI HADDAD cast ZIAD BORJI, DALIDA KHALIL,
JULIA KASSAR, DANA HALABI, ELIE MITRI, SULTAN DIB genre ROMANCE COMEDY

M

eet the “Maharaja”
(Ziad Borji), a
Lebanese man who
has lived in India all
his life. Returning to his homeland,
he meets the woman of every
man’s dreams (Dalida Khalil) and

soon finds himself deeply involved
in her life as he unexpectedly
moves in with her family—along
with her mother, brother and
fiancé. Is the living arrangement
fated for disaster, or might there
be hope for the Maharaja?

Shady
Hanna
on the
Lebanese
film industry
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INTERVIEW
Their performances pegged for awards glory, Oscar nominees

Steve Carell and Timothée Chalamet take on the true story of a father and son
dealing with the devastating effects of long-term drug addiction

BEAUTIFUL
BOY

always looking for another layer of something, in terms of
how a scene is framed or how the lighting works.
Beautiful Boy poses a lot of important questions, but does
not try to answer all of them. How does that play towards
telling an honest story?
More than anything, this is a very realistic story about
a father and son going through a crazy, horrific journey
together. It’s about the urgency David feels because of
his deep love for his family, which is almost visceral. He
wants nothing more than to take care of them. Timothée’s
physical and emotional vulnerability were exceptional in
finding that urgency.
You first met your co-star Timothée when you read together.
What was that experience like?
When Timmy walked out of the room, everybody just looked
at each other and nodded. I immediately felt a connection
with him. He’s very open and he’s such a good guy. That’s
his character as well. Even at his lowest, his most conflicted
and addicted, you can see that wonderful little kid you’ve
always loved. There was just this light burning within Timmy.

á At only 22 years old, Oscar nominee Timothée Chalamet (Call Me By Your
Name) has rapidly become one of the leading actors of his generation with
roles in prestige films including Lady Bird, Interstellar and an upcoming
remake of Little Women alongside Meryl Streep.

timothée
chalamet
dual perspectives

A

wards contender Beautiful Boy is a moving portrait of a
family’s unwavering commitment to each other in the face
of their son’s addiction and attempts at recovery. Based on
two memoirs—one from acclaimed journalist David Sheff
and one from his son, Nic—the film follows the Sheffs’ harsh
reality as they learn that addiction is a disease that can hit any family
at any time. Buzzed about for their outstanding performances, the stars
talk about putting aside the Hollywood formula to tell an honest story.
out nov 29i
director

FELIX VAN
GROENINGEN
cast STEVE
CARELL,
TIMOTHÉE
CHALAMET,
MAURA
TIERNEY

genre

DRAMA
120 MINS
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steve
carell
reality first
What was your reaction to the script?
SC: My biggest fear about a movie concerning addiction
was that it might take a Hollywood approach to the story
and not really tell the truth about what happened. But this
script was brutally honest. There are no heroes or villains.
It’s life as we live it.
How would you describe director Felix van Groeningen?
Felix has a very gentle touch. He didn’t want to take the
easy road and I felt the same. He had a very clear vision of
what he wanted to do. I think his mantra is just to be honest... He created really beautiful pictures, while playing with
metaphor and irony in terms of how he shoots things. He
never simply sets up a camera and records dialogue. He’s

You dropped 20 pounds for this role. You must have had a
strong desire to get Nic’s story right.
TC: When I read a screenplay that really makes sense it’s
very, very clear to me. When I read [Beautiful Boy], there
wasn’t an experience of calling an agent or a friend saying,
‘Wow, I read this really great script and I can’t wait to do
it,’ but rather like, ‘OK, how is this going to happen because
this can’t not happen.’
How did Nic Sheff’s memoir, Tweak, help guide you in your
preparation for the role?
It is heartbreaking—a stinging, first-person, in-the-moment
portrait. Sentence by sentence, moment by moment, it is a
very specific description of what Nic was going through and
what it was like to be in the throes of drug addiction. My
understanding of that is that when you’re deep into it, you
are not yourself. It’s as if there were two versions of Nic.
What Nic is going through in Tweak actually has little to
do with the family you see struggling in Beautiful Boy. Nic’s
book deals with his own experiences. His mind is on what’s
right in front of him and what or where the next high is. It
was very present, very personal and in the moment rather
than, ‘I’m really devastating my family.’
You’ve referred to director van Groeningen’s understanding of human behaviour as a “super power”. Why is that?
He simply has an eye for those things. It was surreal to
be doing a scene and get a note that was so very specific,
so well thought out and with such a grasp of the intricacy
of the push and pull of trust and love and betrayal that is
Beautiful Boy. <

“WHEN TIMMY WALKED OUT
OF THE ROOM, EVERYBODY JUST
LOOKED AT EACH OTHER AND
NODDED. I IMMEDIATELY FELT A
CONNECTION WITH HIM.”

à Chalamet In Interstellar with Matthew McConaughey
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THE MAKING OF AN ADVENTURE

Shot over the course of three
years in South Africa, an incredible
adventure tells the heartfelt story
of an extraordinary friendship
between a young girl and a wild lion

growing up
together

Mia grows
up on screen
before our
eyes, as do
the beautiful
lions.

The film was shot over a period
of three years, enough time to
see the real evolution of Mia
and the lion. Only three people
were allowed to interact with
the lions—Daniah, Ryan and a
lion expert—to ensure a safe
working environment for both
actors and animals.

meeting the
lion whisperer

Internationally recognised
animal behaviorist Kevin
Richardson, also known as
the Lion Whisperer, oversaw
the entire production process,
notably the interaction between
the lions and the kids, ensuring
at all times that both parties
were safe and respected.

and the

DIRECTOR GILLES DE MAISTRE CAST DANIAH
DE VILLIERS, MÉLANIE LAURENT, LANGLEY
KIRKWOOD, TESSA JUBBER, ASHLEIGH
HARVEY, RYAN MAC LENNAN 98 MINS
OUT JAN 3

n an unprecedented production, a relationship between
a young girl and a wild lion develops in realtime on the big screen.
Mia is 10 years old when she
begins an extraordinary relationship with Thor, a white lion cub
born on her parents’ cat farm. For
three years, they grow up together
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and learn how to love one another
as brother and sister. But things
will soon change for Mia in this
powerful tale of friendship and loyalty. When Mia turns 13 and Thor
becomes a beautiful adult lion, she
discovers the unbearable truth:
her father has decided to sell this
beautiful beast to trophy hunters.
Desperate and ready to brave all
the dangers out of love for her lion
friend, Mia decides to flee with him
to give him back his freedom.
Taking us on an incredible
journey across stunning South
African landscapes, Mia and the
White Lion is an heartwarming
adventure on how love can transcend boundaries and push you to
accomplish extraordinary things.

keeping the pride together

A pride of six lions grew up together during this production,
including Thor, the lion cast as Charlie, as well as another male
lion and four lionesses. After production, the six lions will remain
together and will be living on Kevin Richardson’s reserve thanks
to a fund created by the production team.

g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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DIRECTOR JOACHIM MASANNEK CAST MALU
LEICHER, CHRISTOPH MARIA, HERBSTTOM
BECKAYLIN, TEZELMERET BECKER OUT DEC 27

Lilliane is a special
girl who can talk
to animals in the
fun-filled family
adventure based on
the popular children’s
book series

ALSO SHOWING

leven-year-old Liliane “Lilli”
Susewind is not your average
little girl. In fact, she can speak with
animals. This is a secret nobody
should know about except for her
parents. Her special talent has
caused enough trouble in the past
and is forcing the family to move
again. Lilli vows to keep her secret
to herself when arriving at their new
home—until she learns that a mean
animal thief has kidnapped the baby

elephant Ronni from the local zoo.
Can she still keep her secret and do
something to help? Together with
her new classmate Jess and her
study group at the zoo, Lilli sets off
on a fantastic adventure to save
Ronni and the other animals.
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DIRECTOR LASSE HALLSTRÖM, JOE JOHNSTON
CAST KEIRA KNIGHTLEY, MACKENZIE FOY,
MORGAN FREEMAN OUT DEC 20 ,

All Clara wants is a special key
that unlocks her late mother’s lock
box. When the key disappears into
a strange parallel world, she and
Phillip must brave the Fourth Realm
to retrieve it and hopefully return
harmony to their unstable world.
GRAND CINEMAS NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018

We all love to watch them, but
what are the ingredients of the
best holiday movies?

a dash of
atmosphere

DIRECTOR SCOTT MOISER, YARROW CHENEY
CAST BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH OUT DEC 20
DIRECTOR JENNIFER WESTCOTT CAST SEE
BELOW 89 MINS OUT DEC 13

MEET THE CAST

Josh
Hutcherson

ALSO SHOWING

hen one of Santa’s reindeer
announces his retirement,
he needs to find a replacement and
fast! Against all odds, Elliot and his
best friend Hazel set out to prove
that he is the horse for the job. As
Elliot and Hazel take on the North
Pole reindeer try-outs, they learn
that Christmas as we know it may be
headed for disaster. Meanwhile, back
at the farm a sinister lady threatens

the lives of their friends. Elliot is
faced with the biggest decision of his
life: save his friends, or follow his
dreams and save Christmas.
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Samantha
Bee

John
Cleese

Martin
Short

Jeff
Dunham

ased on Dr. Seuss’ beloved
holiday classic, The Grinch
tells the story of a cynical grump who
goes on a mission to steal Christmas,
only to have his heart changed by
a young girl’s generous holiday
spirit. Funny and heartwarming, it’s
a universal story about the spirit
of Christmas and the indomitable
power of optimism. Thanks to genius
casting, the Grinch is given voice by
the talented Benedict Cumberbatch
(or as we like to call him, “Khan!”).

WHY DO WE LOVE THE
GRUMPY GRINCH?

BECAUSE HE SAYS
THINGS LIKE THIS

“Today we will do
mean things, and we
will do them in style!”
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a sprinkle of
conflict

a pinch of
cute comedy

DIRECTOR PHIL JOHNSTON, RICH MOORE
CAST JOHN C. REILLY, KRISTEN BELL, KELLY
MACDONALD, MANDY MOORE OUT DEC 20 ,

In the new chapter, video game
bad guy Ralph (voice of John C.
Reilly) leaves Litwak’s video arcade
behind, venturing into the uncharted,
expansive and thrilling world of
the internet—which may or may not
survive Ralph’s wrecking.

a spirit of
giving

OUT DEC 20 Princess Emmy is a young
girl with a secret gift—she is the only
person in the Kingdom of Kandis
who can speak to horses.

OUT DEC 13 At the age of 10, orphan
Remi is entrusted to Signor Vitalis, a
mysterious itinerant musician, with
whom he will uncover his past.

a good helping of
family
g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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IT’S JUDE LAW AS THE YOUNG
ALBUS DUMBLEDORE! BE STILL
OUR BEATING HEARTS.

gathering followers, most unsuspecting of his true agenda: to raise
pure-blood wizards up to rule over
all non-magical beings. In an effort
to thwart Grindelwald’s plans, Albus

ALSO SHOWING

t’s here: the second of five
all-new adventures in J.K.
Rowling’s Wizarding World. At the
end of the first film, the powerful
Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald
(Johnny Depp) was
captured by MACUSA,
with the help of Newt
Scamander (Eddie
Redmayne). But, making good on his threat,
Grindelwald escaped
custody and has set about
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Dumbledore (Jude Law) enlists his
former student Newt Scamander.
Lines are drawn as loyalty is tested,
even among the truest friends, in an
increasingly divided wizarding world.
DIRECTOR DAVID YATES CAST
EDDIE REDMAYNE, JUDE LAW,
JOHNNY DEPP, KATHERINE
WATERSTON, DAN FOGLER,
ALISON SUDOL, EZRA MILLER,
ZOË KRAVITZ, CALLUM TURNER,
CLAUDIA KIM, WILLIAM
NADYLAM, KEVIN GUTHRIE,
CARMEN EJOGO OUT DEC 20 ,

DIRECTOR ROB MARSHALL CAST EMILY
BLUNT, COLIN FIRTH, MERYL STREEP, ANGELA
LANSBURY, BEN WHISHAW, EMILY MORTIMER,
DICK VAN DYKE, JULIE WALTERS OUT DEC 20

PREPARE TO MEET
COLORFUL NEW
CHARACTERS, LIKE
POPPINS’ ECCENTRIC
COUSIN, PLAYED BY
MERYL STREEP.

ew children’s characters are
as iconic as Mary Poppins,
and her return, anticipated by young
and old alike, is drawn from the
wealth of material in PL Travers’
seven books. In the story, Michael
(Whishaw) and Jane (Mortimer) are
now grown up, with Michael, his
three children and their housekeep-

er, Ellen (Walters), living on Cherry
Tree Lane. After Michael suffers a
personal loss, the enigmatic nanny
Mary Poppins (Blunt) re-enters the
lives of the Banks family, and uses
her unique magical skills to help the
family rediscover the joy and wonder
missing in their lives.

Princes who have been
turned into Dwarves seek the red
shoes of a lady to break the spell.

OUT DEC 20 Hodja borrows a flying
carpet to see the world and winds
up on a mission to return return
Diamond to her grandfather.

DIRECTOR BOB PERSICHETTI, PETER RAMSEY
CAST HAILEE STEINFELD, NICOLAS CAGE, JAKE
JOHNSON, LIEV SCHREIBER OUT DEC 20 ,

The creative minds behind The Lego
Movie bring their unique talents to a
different Spider-Man Universe, introducing Brooklyn teen Miles Morales
and the limitless possibilities of the
Spider-Verse, where more than one
can wear the mask.
GRAND CINEMAS NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2018

OUT DEC 20

DIRECTOR ROSS VENOKUR CAST SEE DETAILS
BELOW OUT DEC 20 ,

rom the producer of Shrek
comes an irreverent comedy about a prince with irresistible
appeal who meets a maiden outlaw
interested only in his royal riches.
Cursed as a child, Prince Philip
Charming compulsively proposes to
every woman he encounters, leaving
a trail of scorned lovers to wreak
vengeful havoc on the kingdom. His
exasperated father, King Charming,
ultimately gives the prince an ultimatum: find true love before his 21st
birthday or lose claim to the throne.

MEET THE CAST

NOW SERVING

NAJJAR RAQWA
IN ALL GRAND CINEMAS

Wilmer Valderrama as CHARMING
DIRECTOR VASIKO BEDOSHVILI, ANDREY
KOLPIN CAST LARISA BROKHMAN, BILL NYE
80 MINS OUT DEC 27

een only by kids, the Fixies
are tiny creatures who
mend broken appliances, gadgets
and electrical circuits. When one
of the Fixies gets a hold of special
bracelets that transform him into a
super-powered rascal, it’s up to his
colorful little friends, a young boy
and a lab professor to save the day!

Demi Lovato as LENORE

ALSO SHOWING

Avril Lavigne as SNOW WHITE

G.E.M. as SLEEPING BEAUTY

OUT DEC 6 A brother and sister
befriend a badly sunburned dolphin
and uncover a secret plan that could
destroy their new friend’s home.
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OUT DEC 20 Izzy uses her smarts to
stave off bad guys when her parents
can’t pick her up on time the last day
of school before Christmas break.
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Ashley Tisdale as CINDERELLA

YOUR FAVORITE CUP OF
LEBANESE COFFEE AT
THE PRESS OF A BUTTON.

CINEMA GUIDE

CHECK OUT OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
PAGES FOR THE LATEST NEWS AND
PROMOTIONS. GCLEBANON

CLF.
ALL RELEASE DATES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

YOUR GUIDE TO THE MOVIES SHOWING THIS SEASON AT GRAND CINEMAS

VOX LUX

Documenting
the red hot
issues

DIRECTOR BRADY CORBET CAST NATALIE
PORTMAN, JUDE LAW GENRE MUSIC DRAMA
110 MINS OUT DEC 6

MOORE ON
AMERICA
Oscar winner
BOWLING
FOR
COLUMBINE
explored
the roots of
America’s
predilection
for gun
violence.

FAHRENHEIT
9/11
theorised
that the Bush
Administration
used the
events of
9/11 to push
forward its
agenda.

SICKO
compared
the American
health care
industry to
other nations,
revealing
several
HMO horror
stories.

In WHERE
TO INVADE
NEXT, Michael
Moore
playfully
“invades”
other nations
to see what
they have to
offer.

In 1999, after surviving a seismic
tragedy, teenage sisters Celeste
and Eleanor perform a song about
their experience, catapulting them
to stardum. By 2017, Celeste is a
mother and struggling to navigate
a career fraught with scandals
when another act of violence
demands her attention.

DOG DAYS

DIRECTOR KEN MARINO CAST NINA DOBREV, VANESSA HUDGENS, EVA
LONGORIA, FINN WOLFHARD GENRE COMEDY 113 MINS OUT NOV 15

A hilarious and heartfelt ensemble comedy follows the
lives of multiple dog owners and their beloved fluffy
pals around sunny Los Angeles. When these human
and canine’s paths start to intertwine, their lives begin
changing in ways they never expected. The film highlights the everyday connections between people and
their dogs as they uncover life lessons and new love.

A ROMANTIC
COMEDY IN
THE VEIN
OF LOVE,
ACTUALLY
AND CRAZY,
STUPID,
LOVE.

FAHRENHEIT 11/9

DIRECTOR MICHAEL MOORE CAST MICHAEL MOORE, DONALD J. TRUMP
GENRE DOCUMENTARY COMEDY DRAMA 120 MINS OUT DEC 6

M

ichael Moore’s acclaimed documentaries have
crowned him as a maker of parodies, bringing
attention to society’s injustices and failures.
In his latest provocative exploration, he turns his
attention to another significant date, examining the
legacy of Trump’s ascension to the US presidency on
November 9, 2016. Travelling across the United States,
Moore interviews citizens to get a sense of the social,
economic and political impact of Trump’s victory.

CAN’T TAKE THE INSANITY ANYMORE? OSCAR
WINNING DOCUMENTARIAN MICHAEL MOORE
INVESTIGATES THE TRUMP PRESIDENCY
58
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HUNTER KILLER

DIRECTOR DONOVAN MARSH CAST GERARD
BUTLER, GARY OLDMAN, MICHAEL NYQVIST
GENRE ACTION THRILLER OUT NOWI

Gerard Butler brings us tense
action. Deep under the Arctic
Ocean, American submarine
Captain Joe Glass is on the hunt
for a U. submarine in distress
when he discovers a secret
Russian coup is in the offing,
threatening to dismantle the world
order and start WWIII.

THE GIRL IN THE SPIDER’S WEB
DIRECTOR FEDE ALVAREZ CAST CLAIRE FOY, SVERRIR GUDNASON,
STEPHEN MERCHANT GENRE CRIME THRILLER OUT NOV 8I

A new Dragon Tattoo story comes to the screen starring
Claire Foy (Golden Globe winning star of The Crown) as
Lisbeth Salander, the fierce, outcast defender from the
acclaimed Millennium book series by Stieg Larsson. In
the new entry, the young computer hacker and journalist
Mikael Blomkvist find themselves caught in a web of
spies, cybercriminals and corrupt government officials.

DID YOU KNOW?

Author Stieg
Larsson passed
away in 2004,
never having
seen the film
adaptations of his
bestsellers.

g r a n dci n em as m e.com
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INSTANT
FAMILY

DIRECTOR SEAN ANDERS CAST MARK
WAHLBERG, ROSE BYRNE, OCTAVIA SPENCER,
ISABELA MONER, TIG NOTARO, MARGO
MARTINDALE GENRE COMEDY OUT NOV 29

W

hen Pete (Mark Wahlberg) and Ellie (Rose Byrne) decide to start
a family, they stumble into the world of foster care adoption. They
hope to take in one small child but when they meet three siblings,
including a rebellious 15 year old girl (Isabela Moner), they find themselves
speeding from zero to three kids overnight. Now, Pete and Ellie must hilariously try to learn the ropes of instant parenthood in the hopes of becoming
a family. Instant Family is inspired by the real events from the life of writer/
director Sean Anders.

NOBODY’S FOOL

DIRECTOR TYLER PERRY CAST TIFFANY
HADDISH, TIKA SUMPTER, WHOOPI
GOLDBERG GENRE COMEDY OUT NOV 1I

Trying to get back on her feet, wild
child Tanya looks to her buttonedup, by the book sister Danica to
help her get back on track. As
these polar opposites collide—with
hilarious results—Tanya discovers
that Danica’s picture-perfect life
may not be what it seems.
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THE OLD MAN & THE GUN

DIRECTOR DAVID LOWERY CAST ROBERT REDFORD, CASEY AFFLECK,
SISSY SPACEK GENRE CRIME COMEDY 93 MINS OUT NOV 8I

Discover the true story of Forrest Tucker (Redford),
from his prison escape aged 70 to a string of heists that
confounded authorities. Wrapped up in the pursuit are
a captivated detective (Affleck) and a woman (Spacek)
who loves him in spite of his chosen profession.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Robert Redford
has said in
interviews that
he will be retiring
from acting
following this
film role.

BOHEMIAN
RHAPSODY

DIRECTOR BRYAN SINGER CAST RAMI MALEK,
LUCY BOYNTON, GWILYM LEE, BEN HARDY,
JOSEPH MAZZELLO, MIKE MYERS GENRE MUSIC
DRAMA 134 MINS OUT NOV 1

E

xperience a foot-stomping celebration of Queen, their music and
their extraordinary lead singer Freddie Mercury, who shattered
convention to become one of the most beloved entertainers on the
planet. The film traces the meteoric rise of the band through their iconic
songs and Freddie’s unexpected decision to pursue a solo career. Having suffered greatly without the collaboration, Freddie reunites with his bandmates
just in time for Live Aid, and though facing a recent AIDS diagnosis, leads
the band in one of the greatest performances in the history of rock music.

AU BOUT DES DOIGTS

DIRECTOR LUDOVIC BERNARD CAST KRISTIN
SCOTT THOMAS, LAMBERT WILSON, JULES
BENCHETRIT GENRE DRAMA OUT DEC 27I

In Your Hands (Au bout des doigts)
stars a brilliant cast in a fascinating tale of a talented pianist who
comes from the suburbs, where
music is his secret. Soon, however,
he enters the rarified world of
competitive classical music, and it
will change his life.
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WIDOWS

DIRECTOR STEVE MCQUEEN CAST VIOLA DAVIS, MICHELLE RODRIGUEZ,
ELIZABETH DEBICKI, COLIN FARRELL, ROBERT DUVALL, LIAM NEESON
GENRE CRIME THRILLER 129 MINS OUT NOV 22I

Widows is a blistering, modern-day thriller about four
women with nothing in common except a debt left
behind by their dead husbands’ criminal activities, who
conspire to forge a future on their own terms.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Four of the film’s
prestigious
cast members
have won or
been nominated
for Academy
Awards.

CINEMA GUIDE

DESTROYER

BEN IS BACK

Featuring a stunning transformation by Nicole Kidman,
Destroyer follows the moral and existential odyssey of
LAPD detective Erin Bell who, as a young cop, was placed
undercover with a gang in the California desert with
tragic results. When the leader of the gang re-emerges,
she must work her way back through the remaining
members and into her own history with them to finally
reckon with the demons that destroyed her past.

Nineteen-year-old Ben Burns (Lucas Hedges, Lady Bird)
unexpectedly returns home to his family’s suburban
home on Christmas Eve morning. Ben’s mother, Holly
(Oscar winner Julia Roberts at the top of her game),
is relieved and welcoming but wary of her son staying
clean. Over a turbulent 24 hours, new
truths are revealed, and a mother’s
undying love for her son is tested as
she does everything in her power to
keep him safe and keep her family
from falling apart.

DIRECTOR KARYN KUSAMA CAST NICOLE KIDMAN, SEBASTIAN STAN
GENRE ACTION CRIME DRAMA 123 MINS OUT DEC 27I

“NOTHING NICOLE KIDMAN HAS DONE CAN
PREPARE YOU FOR DESTROYER.” — VARIETY

DIRECTOR PETER HEDGES CAST JULIA ROBERTS, LUCAS HEDGES,
COURTNEY B. VANCE GENRE DRAMA 103 MINS OUT DEC 6

BLUE NIGHT

THE BOMBING

COLETTE

Vivienne (Sarah Jessica Parker), a
successful singer/songwriter on
the eve of a major performance,
receives life-altering news that
causes her to reevaluate her
priorities. As she crisscrosses New
York City, she tries to balance her
upcoming music tour and family,
and make peace with the decisions
and sacrifices she has made.

Set during World War II, the action
drama follows the points of view
of five different characters as they
fight their way through Japanese
Air Force attacks to protect an
important military machine in
Chongqing. Starring Bruce Willis
and Adrien Brody alongside a
dynamite Chinese cast, the film is
inspired by true events.

Marrying a successful Parisian
man of letters, Sidonie-Gabrielle
Colette ghostwrites the novels
that will catapult him to stardom.
Colette’s subsequent fight over the
creative ownership of these books
defies gender roles and drives her
to overcome societal constraints,
revolutionising literature, fashion
and sexual expression.

DIRECTOR FABIEN CONSTANT CAST SARAH
JESSICA PARKER, RENÉE ZELLWEGER
GENRE DRAMA 91 MINS OUT NOV 15
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DIRECTOR XIAO FENG CAST BRUCE WILLIS,
ADRIEN BRODY, YE LIU GENRE WAR ACTION
DRAMA OUT NOV 8I
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DIRECTOR WASH WESTMORELAND CAST
KEIRA KNIGHTLEY, DOMINIC WEST GENRE
BIO DRAMA 111 MINS OUT NOV 29I

LAST WORD

ACROSS

DOWN

C H RIS T M AS

2	The night before
Christmas
4	The part of the turkey
often held up in a
Christmas feast triumph

1	
___ Actually: Christmasset romantic comedy
starring Hugh Grant

EDITION

2	Funniest Christmas
movie ever:

1

5	Futuristic movie genre
(abbr.)
6

Company boss (abbr.)

2

8	Year before the birth of
Christ

4

9	Year after the birth of
Christ

5

10	Musical note that
follows 21 down
13	
The ____ of the Christ,
Mel Gibson movie

20	The US official body for
food and drugs

7
9

10

11

13

16	
How the Grinch Stole
Christmas star

18	The thing to do after a
big holiday meal

6

8

12 Toyota __ Cruiser

17	Anti-Christmas clue: “I
___ his liver with some
fava beans and a nice
Chianti.”

3

3	__-nog: tasty Yuletide
beverage

12

5

14

15

11 Papillon and The
Shawshank Redemption
are two examples.

16
17
18

19

20

22

Get out of here!

7	Chosen university
specialty

21

23

12	Nathan Fillion 2002
sci-fi movie based on
popular TV series
13	You can’t sing a proper
Christmas carol without
this musical instrument.

24

14	What Little Jack Homer
did in the corner
25

26

19 Morning time (abbr.)

24 Stallone, to his friends
25 Comic book creator Stan

MYSTERY STAR
Line up the yellow-framed letters (starting at the top,
moving left to right) to reveal the Christmas personality.

26	
It’s a Wonderful Life
movie quote: “Every
time a bell rings, an
angel gets its ___.”
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21	Often watched during
the holidays, The Sound
of Music’s Maria calms
down the children with
a song that starts with
this musical note
23 Tim, of The Santa Clause
25 Action star, Jet
26 For example (abbr.)
SOLUTION Mystery star: SANTA

27

22	Christmas movie classic:

15	Anti-Christmas clue: The
Walking Dead bad guy

